
Materials METAL

Smoke Milk Rust

Technical InformationHarp 349 Chair Design Rodolfo Dordoni

The classic stringed seat finds a new design dimension 
in this version of outdoor chairs, also declined in other 
elements, where polyester trails its infinite filaments 
around a tubular metal structure in one continuous 
outline; lightness is given by air vibrating through the 
cords which celebrate the craft manufacturing in the 
outdoor furniture making, shaping the seat and the back 
of this collection; neutrality is ignited by cushions, 
structures or ropes of different thickness and colours. 
The elegance of the silohuette makes each item unique 
extremely recognizable even when combined with other 
designer furniture.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

DESCRIPTION
Dining chair for outdoor use.

STRUCTURE 
Powder coated stainless steel.

CORDS 
Polyester or acrylic (cord Ø 3 mm). 

CUSHIONS 
Standard or hydro draining.

WEIGHT 
Structure 6 kg
Cushions (seat) 0,7 kg

STORAGE COVER 
Available.

DIMENSION

L 49 × P 60 × H 81 cm 
H seat 45 cm
 
W 19" 3/8 × D 23" 5/8 × H 31" 7/8 
H seat 45 17" 3/4

CORD RECYCLED CORD

Stone  TealBrown RoseBlueTobaccoGrey ClayOrangeOliveSand MintSky



Materials METAL CORD RECYCLED CORD

Stone  TealSmoke Brown RoseBlueMilk Rust TobaccoGrey ClayOrangeOliveSand MintSky

Technical InformationHarp 749 Chair Design Rodolfo Dordoni

The classic stringed seat finds a new design dimension 
in this version of outdoor chairs, also declined in other 
elements, where polyester trails its infinite filaments 
around a tubular metal structure in one continuous 
outline; lightness is given by air vibrating through the 
cords which celebrate the craft manufacturing in the 
outdoor furniture making, shaping the seat and the back 
of this collection; neutrality is ignited by cushions, 
structures or ropes of different thickness and colours. 
The elegance of the silohuette makes each item unique 
extremely recognizable even when combined with other 
designer furniture.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

DESCRIPTION
Dining chair for outdoor use.

STRUCTURE 
Powder coated stainless steel.

CORDS 
Polyester or acrylic (cord Ø 7 mm). 

CUSHIONS 
Standard or hydro draining.

WEIGHT 
Structure 6 kg
Cushions (seat) 0,7 kg

STORAGE COVER 
Available.

DIMENSION

L 49  × P 60 × H 81 cm
H seat 45 cm 
 
W 19" 3/8 × D 23" 5/8 × H 31" 7/8
H seat 17" 3/4 
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